Elizabeth C King is a world famous hairdresser and healer working as a technical, artistic
director and correctional hair specialist amongst the many things she has and is doing in this life
time. If there is a professor of hair who is solving the problems of it, she is the "Professor".
Elizabeth is also an intuitive healer since she can remember. She has felt, heard, smelt, seen and
been touched by many wondrous things from this and other dimensions that most people never
allow themselves to feel or experience. She does intuitive counselling and guidance whether it be
mental, physical, spiritual or emotional. She teaches her sound therapy method to give people tools
so that they CAN help to dissolve, dissipate and disguard what is holding them back from obtaining
their hopes, wishes, dreams and desires. She does amazing vibrational energy, psychic surgery and
rewiring the body physically for those who are suffering with pain, discomfort, disease, disorders, you name it she’ll have a
go at it and hopefully, be able to help you. She also teaches how to wake in your day to live a meditative life instead of
going ohm for an hour and hoping for the best the rest of the day. In most cases, she can pin point when it started for you,
show you a method of clearing it at that time and those associated to it, so you can move forward with ease. She does use
mirrors, also, to show you your truth in what you say, so you can then go and live that truth with the best of intention, as
she says. By allowing her abundance in everything, she also designs interiors, clothes, shoes, and jewellery. She is an
inventor, innovator, teacher, singer, song writer, artist, writer amongst many other things. "Believes in being the diamond,
having many facets", and so has created a multidimensional business that continues to expand like the universe, with her
trying to be one of the stars shining in it.
The biggest star in her universe is Robbie King, who she describes as LOVE ON TWO FEET, who has obviously come
back to the planet to show humans how to be love and light; and is a symbol of patience, understanding, forgiveness, and
happiness. He sees more in other dimensions than most on this planet. He is a master returned to help all of us move
forward into a higher vibration of light and love .
Robbie King is a man that has such love and calmness. He exudes his honest majesty upon all those that gaze upon
him, let alone those that are close to his presence, who feel an energy like they have never experienced. Words do not
describe what his touch can do. He awakens your soul to go and do what you came here to do and releases your reactions
that hold you back. So the best way to describe it is, he changes the way you react in life. Instead, you will feel lighter and
be that light for all to see, admire, and want to be. Robbie quietly goes in energetically and clears, without you having to
say anything. Often there are different things arise that need clearing. Some clear it instantly, others may need many
hours. If time and budget allows, we suggest to take at least a couple of hours on your first session, just in case.
Otherwise, some is better than none. So, quarter or half hour session gets you on the way to a higher vibration, which takes
you in to your own mastery to lighten the load and to let go of the holding patterns.
Even just by visiting, which is free, people feel relaxed and lighter. They feel the energy on entering, walking
through, driving or even walking past. "They have been cleared and changed whether they know it or not." They feel
different and some know why and get quite emotional, as they know their life has just changed. Most get it and feel it
instantly. Others, that are resistant to change and caught in old dark energies and vibrations, will have their “ Ah Ha ”
moment much later and may find it hard to even enter, but once they do, they are usually very grateful for such a
experience or they will have a “ Oh! I get it ", "Oh! I got It", "Yeehah!" moment much later, when it's their turn and time.
Elizabeth's and Robbie ’s truth and honesty sessions make you look in the mirror differently, show you the reality, truth
about what you tell and show the world, in other words, what sound you walk with and in.
They help transform you and your thinking, and you gotta love that. Intuitively, they sometimes bring certain
crystals in or do some body work to realign, rewire, move things, or remove things. These sessions can be very verbal and
communicative for some and others totally quiet and energetic. Nothing is ever the same. Creation brings what is needed
for each person a different way. So, for those needing intuitive truth, rewire parts of the body to then awaken and fix what
is needed at that time, you name it we do it. You can walk out and your life can change if you are ready.if you have had a
pain or problem no one else has been able to help with chances are these two can help fix that or at least subside pain or
the way you are reacting to your problem whether mental physical ,emotional or spiritual
When asked what the name of their type of healing is, they say, "Creation doesn’t need a name," like for example
Reiki, Polarity, Pranic, Kinesiology etc. Otherwise, creation can not take place if it is stuck in a box with a Label and a Time
Limit on it. It then can only be that. Their hair sessions are always a lot of education, intuitive counselling and clearing.
Hard not to give both as, metaphysically, it is all connected. They will explain more when you book that 1st appointment.
You can have a day of transformation incorporating healing, bodywork, pop a new hairdo on top of that and see and feel
who walks out then.

Robbie and Elizabeth do miracles. So, if people are open, miracles can happen. They can help you to cure yourself
of various dis-eases, dis-orders, dis-comfort, dis-connection, dis-satisfaction, dis-motivation, dis-gust, des-pair, dis-stress,
dis-ableness, dis-enthused, dis-associated, dis-guarded, dis-appointed, dis-ception, dis-organised, dis-approval, dis-likes,
dis-pondent, dis-taste, dis-respect, dis-pleasure to those that are ready. You are allowing these conditions into your life
often to change something else, that IS NOT of your liking, that IS or HAS taken place. Their healing work helps to activate
a new vibration and awakens what is needed TO BE for that person at that time, IF they are ready and "If it is their Turn
and Time." Some people need to have these dis-orders, dis-eases etc. to Have, Be and Get what they Are and Need at this
time of their life to bring about "CHANGE."
Working with their gifts depending on what messages they get from your Higher Self, Guides, Jesus, God, Allah,
Buddha, Ghandi, Angels, whoever decides to help and comes through to create what needs to be given for each person at
that time. Psychic surgery, bodywork, sound and other tools may be implemented at these times. It is different to a
clairvoyant reading, there are no cards. But, you will leave with a new feeling and reaction to life; and your reactions to it
after your experience, no matter what that IS, mostly using Intention, Vibration, Love, Light, Sound and Energy
frequencies.
We are well known for our sound therapy, which shows you how to use your own sound and voice to help you heal
yourself and others. 1 on 1 sessions are available or you can put your name on the list for group sound classes and seminars
also.
Elizabeth is the inventor of "Metaphysical hair dressing." As a intuitive healer and hair dresser, she works in re-educating
people in the "Whys" and "Ways" of hair, the problems they have with it and how to solve them. Her love calls of what "IS"
going "ON" and "IN" your head and the DO*s and DON'T*s of what to Do and what Not To Do are priceless, as she actually
takes the time to explain and share her wisdom and knowledge. Obviously, this can be quite confronting for some and a
dream come true for most of us (What’s on your head is in your head). She says perfection takes time so take plenty of that
when coming to see them and then you will leave with more than you bargained for. Every session is different. People
might come to them first for their hair but then next, healing occurs, changing lives for the better.When they wash hair it
is very much a cleansing not your average hair wash As for the hairdressing, it speaks for itself. We treat hair differently to
other salons. "Perfection takes time”, Elizabeth says. So, take plenty of that when having any of their consults or services
done. Patience will be required as it takes so much longer than a regular salon which you would have been used too. Most
services are with a steam conditioning treatment. It is 15 of the best conditioners we can get and they have been blended
together by us whilst being given a intentional sound blessing which is why we call it a special mix ‘BOTTLE OF LOVE’. It
puts back shine, strength, softness, moisture and elasticity in your hair and we also have special scalp treatments with it, if
necessary. You can have head, scalp and parts of the body be massaged in the chair for same charges as the healings.
Otherwise, there is a small complimentary one for free with the service.
Cutting, Styling, Colouring, Perming, Straightening, Conditioning Steam Treatments; Correctional work in all these
services can be done as we fix all the mistakes you or your hair dressers have made on your head and hair. So, you never
have to cut off a problem ever again like hairdressers love to tell you to solve it that way, YOU CAN FIX IT instead. Everyone
can have a good hair day as WE HAVE SO MANY VARIOUS SOLUTIONS, Educational Consultations, Multicultural Hair
Specialist, Afro Specialist, etc. Cut, Colours, Perms, and Straightening. Their Wigs and Hairpieces, Men's Toupees, Women's
Top Pieces, Hair Extensions, Weaves, Braids, Dreads etc are renowned through out the world. Elizabeth has specialised in
hairdressing and hair pieces and all the problems people have with their hair and scalp thinning or balding hair and the
reasons it happens, and what to start doing and what to stop doing and has special treatments that, in most cases, stops
your hair from falling out and helps to grow your hair. She has done this since 1972 and traveled the Pacific teaching about
this and inventing many things in hairdressing for the industry from spiral perms to brick work, winds and bridging for
baldness just to name a few. Yes, She is that girl. She doesn’t blow her trumpet to loud but she definitely has a lot of Stars
in her chair. She says everyone is a Star to her and she is the Star they all come to.
Headhunters also sells synthetic artificial flowers and plants, cactus, pots, vases, fountains, wind chimes, statues,
crystals, jewellery, clothes, dreamcatchers, glasswares, figurines, tea sets, mugs, giftware, artwork, incense, sage clearing
sticks, salt rocks, volcanic rocks, Manuka honey, other natural therapies, candles, teas, skin products, Vitamixes, you name
it she can get if it isn’t already tucked away in a cupboard waiting for a space to sell it. Just ask, get a best price for
something you need and often she can better it and get it in for you Books, cards, CDs and DVDs, clothes, fairies, dragons, indians, animals,
buddha, angels, cushions, the old lounge and so much more. Ask and
they can help you find what you need. SEE YA WHEN WER’E LOOKIN AT
YA.
So, come in and start experiencing through our website to
get a feel of our place - www.headhuntershairdesigns.com
Better still, come and walk through our physical store at
Headhunters Hair Designs,
83 Bronte Road, Bondi Junction, NSW, 2022, Australia.

